to throughout as I. The referencing here is exactly the same as that of I, and the sections are numbered as a continuation of I.
DAVIDHANDELMAN
Every projection of R lies in R(4) the lattice of principal right ideals of R is an &-continuous lattice. PROPOSITION 3.1 AND THEOREM 3.2. The regular ring R of 2.1 has all its rings of matrices satisfying xy = 1 implies yx = 1. THEOREM 4.1 (c) For an element t of a finite Rickart C* algebra T, LP(t) is unitarily equivalent to RP(t).
Other results will be quoted as needed.
MONOTONE U-COMPLETENESS AND LP-RP
In this section we prove many Rickart C* algebras (other than finite) satisfy a stronger property than LP -RP.
A C* algebra is monotone o-complete if every bounded increasing sequence of elements of the positive cone has a least upper bound. If T is a unital sub-C* algebra of T', then T' is said to be a (the) regular ucompletion of T [28] , if (i) T' is monotone u-complete,
(ii) every positive in T' is the supremum of an increasing sequence of elements from T, (iii) if a,, a E Tf, and a = t.u.&.ai as computed in T, then a = i.,.&.ai as computed in T'. (Often sup will be written for !.a.&.) By [ 28, Theorem 2.31, every C* algebra admits a regular a-completion. The use of "regular" is unfortunate-it has nothing to do with the regular rings obtained in Sections l-3.
All monotone u-complete C* algebras are obviously Rickart. It is unfortunately not known whether the converse is true.
In a Rickart C* algebra, partial isometries are &,-addable (121) if for every countable set of partial isometries ( w~)~, N such that { wj wJ+) is an orthogonal set of projections, and { w,Fwj} is an orthogonal set of projections, there exists a partial isometry w such that WW,~W~ = w.j for all j. PROPOSITION 6.1. In a monotone o-complete C* algebra, partial isometries are &addable.
Proof
Let (w~)~,, be the partial isometries. Define aj = wj + wj* + wjw,y + w,+u>, then aj = (w,. + wFwj)(wj + wj*wj)*, so aj > 0. Define positive A, by A, = xj"=,aj. Then A,<A,<.... Now define Wn=Cn)sj; p"=C"u'.~*; Q' = C" wTwj. As the (MEOWS} and ( wTwj} are orthogonal, W" are p&t:al isometries, and (P"}, (Q"} are increasing chains of projections, so l/Anll = /I I+'* + W"* + P" + Q'II < 4.
Thus A, <A,< ... < 4, so A = Sup Ai exists in T. Similarly, define bj = <'MJ~ -s'wlF + wj w,? + wJ% wj. Then B, = C" bj. Set B = sup B, . Define w = 1/2(A -r'B -2 sup P" -2 sup Q").
Because C" wj = 1/2(A, -d'Bn -2P" -2Q"). it is easily seen that MI is a partial isometry and WW~N> = MJ~. 1 A C* algebra satisfies polar decomposition [2] , if for all r in T. there exists a partial isometry MJ such that Y = w(T*~)"*, and MW* = LP(r). Proof See (2, p. 276, Exercise 11, Section 201. I COROLLARY 6.4. If t is an element of a finite monotone o-complete C* algebra, T, there exists a unitary u in T such that t = u ' (t*t)"*.
Proof: From Corollary 6.2, we may find a partial isometry w such that t = w(t*t)"*, where w*w = RP(t) and ww* = LP(t). Since LP(t) 5 RP(t), by Theorem 4.1 of I, 1 -LP(t) 2 1 -RP(t). Let u denote a partial isometry implementing this *-equivalence. Then w + v = u is a unitary, and as vt* = 0, so v(t*t) I'* = 0, whence u(t*t)"* = w(t*t) = t. 1
MATRIX RINGS
If T is a finite Rickart C* algebra that is either monotone u-complete or an n x n matrix ring (for some n > l), we shall show that all rings of matrices over T are finite Rickart C* algebras, with # = *-transpose as involution.
Let us recall from Section 2 of I, that to each T there exists a von Neumann regular overring &(T), which may be defined as E = zN p; T, {pi} orthogonal projections, suppi = 1,
(This is not the original definition, but the key technical step in Section 2 is to show that this set may be made into a ring after the obvious equivalence relation is factored out). The ring R obtained in Theorem 2.1 is a subring of QH(7'), and also of the ring Q,(R) defined in Section 3 essentially as Q"(T), except projections are replaced by idempotents. The involution on R extends uniquely to QJ(R) (Corollary 3.1).
LEMMA 7.1. In the terminology of the preceding paragraph, Q&J = Q,(R).
Proof. Pick (A E) E QJ(R). As E is essentially countably generated E contains, as an essential submodule CieN pi R, some collection (pi } c R. Since R is *-regular, we may assume each pL is a projection, so {pi i c T; thus if we define E' = C pi T, we see E' is essential as a T-module, and is countably generated. Thus (f/E', E') defines an element of QH(T), and the map (L E) b (f/E', E') 1s easily seen to be a ring homomorphism QJ(R) --t Q"(T), that acts as the identity on the (identified) copies of T. Next, if f/E' = 0, as E' . R = C pi R is essential, and f is R-linear, (f, E) = 0, so the map is one to one. By Lemma 3.3, the map is actually the identity on the identified copies of R.
Conversely, choose (f, E) E QH(T>. By Proposition 2.1, we may assume E = @iE,v pi T, pi projections in T, with sup pi = 1 (since E is essential). Define the right idea1 E, = @ pi R of R; as sup pi = 1 (computed in R), E, is essential, so we may define the element (i E,) E QJ(R) by f (s pi r; i = s f(pi ) r, (almost all ri are 0)
It is routine to check that f is R-linear, and the assignment
is a ring homomorphism, acting as the identity on the (identified) copy of T, and the two maps we have defined are mutually inverse, proving the lemma. I So let us denote QH(r) = QJR) by Q. Then T is right (and left, because of the involution) essential in Q; since T satisfies implies ti = 0, (1) it follows easily that R does as well (see the Proof of Corollary 3.1), so by Corollary 3.1, so does QJ(R) = Q.
Let A be a real *-algebra satisfying (1) above. An element a of A is said to be bounded (algebraically) if there exists a finite subset (6;) c A such that aa* +\' bib,Y' =a for some real 1. The collection of all bounded elements is a real *-subalgebra (see [ 261, for example), which we shall denote A,,.
The key to proving M, T is Rickart lies in showing T = Qh: 
Prooj
Let z = JJ bib7 E T (b; E Q). Then z = z*, so the bicommutant of z computed in T is isomorphic to C(X, c), with X basically disconnected.
Identify z with its image in C(X, C). If Z(X) < 0 for some x in X (of course z(x) E R since z = z*), there exists a clopen K cX such that z/K < 0. Let e be a projection of C(X, C) corresponding to K. Then ez = ze = -gg* for some nonzero g in C(X, C). Pulling back to T, ProoJ Suppose a is not zero, but ]]a]] = 0. Then for all integers n, there exist a,, in R with 0 < an < l/n, and a finite set (bnqi} such that aa* + \' b,,ib,*i = a,,.
As a lies in Q, there exists an essential e.c.g. right ideal E of T with a*E # (0), and a*E c R. As every e.c.g. right ideal is an essential extension of a right ideal, @ pi T, with {pi} orthogonal projections (Proposition 2.1 of I), there exists a projection p (in 7') such that 0 # u*p E T. Thus Puu*P+P [l:b,,,ib,"j) p=u,,p.
As a *p lies in T, so do puu *p and the other term on the left of (3) belong to T. Now the latter term is positive as an element of Q, so by Lemma 7.3, is positive as an element of T. Since we are now within a C* algebra, applying the C* norm to (3), we obtain, llu*Pll? < ll%P// = u, < l/n.
As this holds for all II, 11 u*pli = 0; since u*p belongs to the C* algebra T, Thus, 1 + C(uri)(ari)* = Auu*. But &~a* -1 belongs to T, and is positive as an element of (2, so by Lemma 7.3, /luu* > 1 (as elements of T). Hence au* is invertible, and as T is finite, a is invertible in T. 1 LEMMA 7.6. If x is un element of Q,, sutisJving x = x*, then x + i is invertible in Qb.
Proof: Write (,u + i)(x -i) = 1 +x' = 1 + XX*: it is easy to see 1 + XX* is not a zero-divisor in the regular ring Q, so must be invertible in Q. Then [2, p. 232, Exercise 181 applies. 1 THEOREM 7.7. Let T be a finite monotone o-complete C* algebra. Then (a) the ring of n x n matrices over T, with *-transpose us involution is a finite Rickurt C* algebra, (b) T is a semihereditary ring.
Proof: As M, T is a C" algebra, it suffices to show M, T is a Rickart *-ring; to prove this, it will suffice to show Qb = T, and then Proposition 7.2 will apply. are symmetric. whence belong to T. As r is a Glinear combination of these two elements, r E T, so Q, c T.
A ring all of whose matrix rings are p.p. is semihereditary, e.g., [ 12. Proposition 5.11. 1 THEOREM 7.8. Let T be a finite Rickart C* algebra such that either of the following conditions hold: (i) T is an n x n matrix ring over another ring for some n > 1, or (ii) M, T is a Rickart C* algebra, then T has the following properties:
(a) For all integers n, the ring of n x n matrices over T is finite and Rickart C*. ProoJ It is easy to see case (ii) may be reduced to case*(i), and we may assume n = 2, at least to prove (a). So we may write T = M,S, S a C* algebra, hence a Rickart C* algebra. If Q,(T> is the regular ring described in Lemma 7.1, and p the projection of T such that S = pTp, then without much difficulty we obtain Q,(s) = pQ,(T) P.
We will show (Q,(S)), c S, so that Proposition 7.2 will apply. As in the proof of Theorem 7.7, we need only show all unitaries of Q,,(s) lie in S. But if u is a unitary in Q,(S). then is a projection of QH(r) = M,(Q,(S)), so q E T, whence u E S (here P'Ili i 1). This proves (a), and (b) follows as in Theorem 7.7. Let { wi)iriN be a family of partial isometries such that (w; w" } and (w"w;i are collections of orthogonal projections, say pi = wi w:, q; = w"w; , Then in Q = Q&T), JJ qi Q = @ qi Q, and we may define a homomorphism w: (0 qi Q) @ (1 -sup qi)Q + @pi Q by w(l -sup 4;) = 0, w(q;) = wi . Since w; = w; w;*wi, w is a bona tide homomorphism. By Lemma 3.3 of Z and Lemma 7.1, w can be given by left multiplication, say by the element w, (so ww,*w, = w;). Now by Corollary 3.1, * extends to Q uniquely. From ww* = sup pi, we see that w E Q,,, so w E T. This proves (c). Also (d) follows as in Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.4. u It is highly plausible that all finite Rickart C* algebras satisfy Theorem 7.8. condition (a) (and hence (b, c, d)); conversely, if the finite Rickart C* algebra T satisfies polar decomposition (equivalently, unitary decomposition, see Corollary 6.4), then M, T is also Rickart, and all its finitely generated right ideals are principal.
T IS AN ORDER IN R
A ring A is an order in an over-ring B, if every element of B can be written in the form ac-I, a, c E A. It is called a classical order if additionally every nonzero-divisor in A is a unit in B. We will show, if T is a finite Rickart C* algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 7.8 or 7.7, then T is a (necessarily classical) order in Q = Q,(T). This is, from an algebraist's point of view, astonishing. Consider what happens, say, in the case that T is a W* factor of type ZZf. Then Q, the maximal ring of quotients of T (cf., e.g., [ 12] ), and the regular ring of closed unbounded operators associated to T all agree (as easily follows from [ 12, Sect:5] ). From T being an order in Q, it follows that every closed unbounded operator associated with T can be written in the form ab-', where a, b E T, and b is one to one on the Hilbert Space on which T acts (if the operator is positive, both a, b may be chosen positive). So this ring of unbounded operators is especially easy to describe in terms of the original W* algebra.
Again considering the simple (= factorial A W*) case we see that the result that T is an order in the right and left self-injective simple ring Q is in precise analogy with Goldie's Theorem, that every prime Goldie ring is an order in a simple artinian ring.
Recall from Section 7, the definition of a p.p. ring, and that a C* algebra is Rickart if and only if it is p.p. Now let A denote a commutative ring, and let QJA) denote the classical ring of quotients of A, i.e., Qc,(A) = (ab ' 1 a, b E A, b a nonzero divisor in A } subject to the usual equivalence (ab-' = cd-' if ad = cb). The following result, interesting in itself, is needed for our main result here. It is conspicuous by its absence from [ 161. If A is a ring and S is a subset of A, then S' or S"' will denote the ring of all elements of A commuting with all the elements of S. S" will denote (S')'. the bicommutant ofSinA. LEMMA 8.2. Let A be a * regular ring.
(a) If a E A, and a"a = aa*, then {a, a*}" is *-regular.
(b) r S c A, S = S*, then S' is *-regular.
Proof: (a) Set T = {a, a*}". T is clearly a commutative *-ring, and by [2, Proposition 10, p. 171, T is a Rickart * ring. Thus T is a p.p. ring, so by Lemma 7.1, Q,,(T), its classical ring of quotients, is regular (and thus *-regular). Now let t E T, be a regular element of T, that is. t*I = (0). By [ 2, Proposition 10, p. 171, t'," = (0), and so t is left invertible in the regular ring A. Now all elements of T commute with their *, and it follows t' 1 = (0), so t is a unit of A. If ut = tu = 1, then u commutes with whatever commutes with t, so u E T. Thus T= QJT), so T is regular, and thus *-regular.
(b) Set U = S', and choose a in U. Now U = U", so (aa * } " c U. As (aa"}" is * regular by (a), there exists y in (aa*}" (hence y E U) such that aa *yaa * = aa *. Consider aa*ya-aaAan(a*)".
But in a *-regular ring (or any *-ring satisfying rr* = 0 implies r = 0), Aa n (a*)' 1 = (0), whence a(a*y)a = a. As a * E U. we have that U is regular, and therefore *-regular. I THEOREM 8.3. Let T be afinite (complex) Rich-art C* algebra satisfying the hJ!potheses of Theorem 1.1 or 7.8. Then T is a classical order in its regular ring, Q = Q,{(T) (It follows that in the notation of Section 2, Q = R). . Since B is a 2 X 2 matrix ring, B is generated by its idempotents, so by [ 12, Theorem 1.9(c)], the inclusion A c B is an epimorphism in the category of rings. Thus the induced inclusion e,,Ae,, ce,,Be,, is an epimorphism of rings, and e,, Be,, is commutative, so e,,Ae,, is a commutative Rickart C*-subalgebra of T (identifying eiI Ml Tel, with T). Now is regular. It is routine to verify that any faithful epimorphism of a regular ring is an isomorphism, so Q,,(e,,Aell) = e,, Be,, (of course equality is to be interpreted as isomorphism over e,,Ae,,).
Hence, since YE e,,Be,,, there exists u, b E e,,Ae,, c T such that r = ab-'. Now e,,Ae,, is itself a C* algebra, so there exists compact X such that e,,Ae,, & C(X, C). Identifying a, b with their images in C(X), we see we may define \ul,jbl in e,,Ae,,, where ]a( is the unique positive square root of a*u, etc. General Case. There exist projections p, q in T such that rQ =pQ and Qr = Qp. Then pm q, so 1 -p 2 1 -q (in T or Q), There thus exists w = (1 -p) w( 1 -q) such that ww * = 1 -p, w*w = 1 -9. Since r =prq. there exists s = qsp in Q such that rs =p. Then (r + w)(qsp t w*) = 1.
Thus r + w is a unit, so we may write r t MI= ab-', a. b E T, by Case 2. Let T be a finite Baer * ring satisfying SR 12, p. 661 with no type I, summands for n < 3. Then T is a classical order in its regular ring.
UPDATE
In the six year interval between submission, acceptance, and publication of this article, a number of relevant results have been established. In 129, 111.16.91, it was shown that if a Rickart C* algebra (real or complex) has no one-dimensional representations, then the results of Theorem 7.8(a)-(d) hold. The proof depends on results in this paper, as do other results in (29, Section III].
Professor S. K. Berberian has given a quick proof of Theorem 8.3 (once
